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Abstract: Smartphone apps that run on Android devices can access many types of personal information.
Such information can be used to identify, proĄle and track the device users when mapped into digital
identity attributes. This article presents a model of identiĄability through access to personal data
protected by the Android access control mechanism called permissions. We populate partial identities
with attributes related to permission-protected personal data, and then show how apps accumulate
such attributes in a longitudinal study that was carried out over several months. We found that appsŠ
successive access to permissions accumulates such identity attributes, where apps show different
interest in such attributes.
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1 Introduction and research question

Smartphones and other small communication devices using the Android operating system
are tools inseparable from everyday lives for many human beings. Most aspects of commu-
nication, interaction and organization of their lives are channeled through smartphone-based
apps. These devices accumulate and concentrate large amounts of personal data in contact
lists, digital calendars, phone call logs, text message archives, GPS-labeled photo collections
and other data. In addition the smartphone hardware offers sensing and intelligence gathering
capabilities that allow data collection such as:

Frequent precise positioning through GPS or the collection of IP addresses and GSM
cell information,

Collecting inventories of electronic equipment through scanning of the wireless and
Bluetooth environment including own and neighbor home electronics and other
personŠs smartphones,

Tracking phone appearance in contexts such as supermarkets, trains, airports or restau-
rants by mapping their WiĄ hot-spots,
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Acquisition of biometric and behavioural patterns through location, motion sensors,
biometric sensors, cameras and microphones,

ProĄle media use through audio beacons in music streams and TV programs.

Such intelligence collection accumulates identifying information. The research presented in
this article is concerned with how such information informs identity attributes following the
model of partial identities proposed by PĄtzmann and Hansen [PH10].

Since digital identiĄers can create large proĄles of private behaviour when they get used and
observed by third parties, the accumulation of information about partial identity attributes
can cause privacy problems [PF11]. However, the exact level of how identiĄable smartphone
users are through such identity proĄle remains mostly unknown to them, since app-based
information extraction and accumulation remains mainly opaque [Mo17]. Recent research
on identiĄability in anonymized or pseudonymized data collections shows that Ąfteen or
less anonymized attributes are sufficient to re-identify a person in a database [RHDM19].

To investigate these matters, we populate partial identity attributes with statistically aggre-
gated data from long-term monitoring of apps on Android platforms [Mo18a] through a
study of app permission access.

Research questions:

1. Which identity attributes can apps extract through accessing permission-protected

smartphone data? Our research aims at mapping smartphone data into identiĄable
attributes to show the overall collection of identity attributes extracted per app.

2. What permission-protected identity attribute data are the apps accessing the most?

Through analysis of a longitudinal sample of app permission use we investigate the
aggregated long-term identity attribute proĄles gathered about smartphone users.

Outline: The rest of this article is organized as follows: First, we explain our model in
Section 2 and the data acquisition and survey method for identity attribute extraction of
mobile apps in Section 3. Section 4 describes our results from proĄling the identity attribute
extraction of 50 apps. Finally, we conclude this paper and point out directions for future
research in Section 5.

2 A model for permission-based partial identity

This section will introduce our model of generated, identiĄable digital identities extracted
from smartphones. As shown in [FM17], there is a correlation between partial identity
attributes and access control logs from Android app permission. It deĄnes eight partial
identity attributes which comprise the smartphone identity of an individual. Though only
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ten permission groups are deĄned as dangerous by Android, there are more than 300
permissions listed in the master branch of itsŠ code base which have the potential to yield
identiĄable information [Go19]. This section elaborates on the background of our work.
Unlike previous work which focused on static analysis of app code[Ha18] or on traffic
analysis[Ma12] to measure app behavior, we record permission access of running apps over
a period of time.

2.1 Personal identiĄcation in digital data

Digital identity is often deĄned as an identiĄer with related identity attributes attached
[Cl09]. PĄtzmann and Hansen [PH10] deĄned: An identity is any subset of attribute values

of an individual person which sufficiently identifies this individual person within any set

of persons. Note that seldom there is a single identity for a person, but there exist many
combinations and permutations of identity attributes that are used in various sets (relating
to distinct social contexts or situations they get applied to). Therefore, they introduce the
concept of a partial identity by deĄning: A partial identity is a subset of attribute values

of a complete identity, where a complete identity is the union of all attribute values of

all identities of this person. A person is identiĄable through identity attributes if s/he is
easily linked to a digital identity. A person is then supposed to be linkable if he or she can
get identiĄed in a data set based on the combination of partial identity attributes used for
the transaction. The concept of the partial identity is further used to deĄne relationships
between identity and attribute data as well as relationships between sets of attributes. The
authors of [PH10] deĄne anonymity, unlinkability and unobservability properties based on
the concept of partial identities. One important observation is that a person is unidentiĄable
(anonymous) in a data set if that personŠs attributes cannot get identiĄed within that data
set. On the other hand, a person may become more identiĄable, once more attributes get
added to a partial identity. So, identiĄability is directly proportional to accumulated partial
identity information. Based on the concept of partial identities, we accumulate information
gained through app permissions for the partial identity sets that can get retrieved through the
permissions. In the next sections, a model is described for building partial identities from
information accessible through permissions on Android devices and an empirical study is
presented indicating the likelihood of partial identity extraction.

2.2 Partial Identities

For this survey, we use an improved version of the model for partial identities published
in [FM17]. The model now leaves out the derived identity attributes. It contains additional
edges mapping permission groups into identity attributes. The reduction to direct attributes
serves the purpose of computability of accessed identities in the context of our survey.
Analyzing the information accessible through those permissions, we mapped identity
attribute building information sources to identity attributes that get collected from the
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Fig. 1: Permissions (elliptical shapes) contribute to observable partial identities (rectangular shapes),
expressed by directed edges.

information sources. From the permissions perspective, the partial identity P of an Android
smartphone user is deĄned as:

P = {Whereabouts,NetworkID,GoogleID,BiometricID,PhoneNumber,

Address, Area,SocialGraph}

It should be noted that there are directly accessible identity attributes, such as phone numbers
or Ąne-grained GPS location, as well as data that can be used to derive identity attributes
through various techniques. We deĄned three distinct attributes that are related to location,
since the quality of their identity attribute extraction is quite different: Whereabouts, Area,

Address. The following list deĄnes the directly accessible partial identity attributes, lists the
data contributing permissions. Permission groups are sorted into partial identity attributes
they inform when extracted from a smartphone.

SocialGraph : Gathers social graph elements from READ_CONTACTS,
READ_CLIPBOARD, CALL_LOG, EXTERNAL_STORAGE

Address : Retrieves address from SMS, CALL_PHONE, LOCATION

PhoneNumber : Retrieves phone number from CALL_PHONE, GET_ACCOUNTS,
LOCATION, SMS

GoogleID : Get Google ID from GET_ACCOUNTS
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Whereabouts : Precise location from LOCATION, EXTERNAL_STORAGE,
NFC, CAMERA, BLUETOOTH, CALENDAR, ACCESS_WIFI_STATE,
ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE

NetworkID : Network access ID from ACCESS_WIFI_STATE, ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE

Area : Retrieves geographic area from LOCATION, EXTERNAL_STORAGE,
ACCESS_WIFI_STATE, ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE

BiometricID : Collects biometric information from CAMERA, USE_FINGERPRINT,
RECORD_AUDIO, RUN_IN_BACKGROUND, BODY_SENSOR

As shown in Fig. 1, the relationship between accessed permissions and partial identity
attributes can be visualized as a directed graph where the partial identities and permissions
are nodes that are connected with unidirectional edges [FM17].

3 Methodology and data collection

This section describes our method and the implementation of the data collection for survey.
Figure 2 shows the overall procedure. Based on popularity, we installed a sample of the
50 most popular apps from Ąve categories: Communication, Social, Fitness, Weather, and
Music. These apps were installed on Nokia 5 smartphones with Android 7.1.1 (Nougat).
They had the pre-conĄgured monitoring tool Aware installed that collected appsŠ permission
access logs [Mo18b]. Then the partial identity model was applied to the collected data.
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Fig. 2: Data collection: Permission logging using Aware, followed by mapping into partial identity
model.
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Capturing permission-based access control data: Accessibility to user data through
permissions gives full discretionary access for the app without any constraints. We measure
appsŠ permission access patterns using the Aware-client based on the method described
in [Mo18b]. In brief, each permission request delivered to the Android system will be
logged with date, time and location, together with the app package name. The experimental
setup is described in detail in [Ha19]. Aware was run 24/7 on seven smartphones over the
data collection period. Apps and categories considered in this article are shown in Figure 4.

Data collection: The app permission access patterns were gathered from seven Android
smartphones in the time period 11 December 2018 to 11 March 2019. 50 popular Play store
apps in 5 different app categories were installed. All installed apps were started, personalized
and then left alone while the phones were resting or were taken to various locations. Apps
were running in background at their own discretion. The smartphones had mobile 4G data
access as well as conĄgured WiĄ connections to ensure permanent connectivity. In total,
664339 lines of log were accumulated in the survey period. The accumulated log data is
structured as shown in Table 1.

package_name permission_name timestamp

com.whatsapp READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE Mon Mar 11 10:36:50
GMT+01:00 2019

com.joelapenna.foursquared MONITOR_LOCATION Sun Mar 10 19:28:20 GMT+01:00
2019

com.google.android.apps.Ątness READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE Tue Feb 19 19:25:39 GMT+01:00
2019

com.yahoo.mobile.client.android.weather MONITOR_HIGH_POWER_LOCATION Tue Jan 15 10:02:02 GMT+01:00
2019

com.spotify.music TAKE_AUDIO_FOCUS Fri Mar 08 19:13:17 GMT+01:00
2019

Tab. 1: Sample of data captured from Android permission access control. Shown: App package name,
permission accessed, timestamp.

Mapping the permission access data into the model of partial identities: Data selection
and pre-processing were performed with the KAUDroid data visualization tool [SBB19]
that was implemented by students at Karlstad University. The tool supports import and
selection of Aware log Ąles from the KAUDroid database [Ca18], the selection of apps and
date ranges as well as permission groups for visualization. It implements various views on
the selected data, one of which is the graph visualization of partial identity extraction based
on permissions. Figure 3 shows the case of Whatsapp: partial identity model is applied
to the permission access logs which contribute to formulate Ąve partial identity attributes
out of eight. From the collected log for Whatsapp, 1834 entries contributed to attribute
formulation out of 3770 entries.

4 Results

Our accumulated data in Figure 4 shows large differences between apps. The Ągure shows
in each row the percentage of accessed identity attributes per app. Numbers and coloring
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Fig. 3: Partial identity model applied on WhatsappŠs permission use. The extracted identity attributes
are colored in intense red color, while the informing permissions linked to them that were measured
are colored with light red color.Whatsapp extracts Ąve identity attributes.

indicate the weighting of access. The numbers show each attributes percentage of the total
attribute accesses. Each row has a total of 100 per cent. App Pedometer - a training tracking
app - for example extracts mainly the partial identity attributes BiometricID (95%) and
SocialGraph (5%), while App Viber - a communication and messaging app - extracts Ąve
identity attributes with a focus on SocialGraph (33%), PhoneNumber (29%) and GoogleID

(29%).

Social relationships and location proĄling: Majority of the apps extract social graph
attribute related information and whereabouts (location information with high degree
of detail). This is visible in columns A and H of Figure 4. We observe therefore that
detailed geographic information and the social graph of a smartphone user is the most
sought-after combination of identity attributes.

Communication and social apps extract most attributes: The two app groups that show
the widest extraction of identity attributes are the communication apps and the Fitness
apps, with the latter group extracting half of the attributes for the Ąrstly mentioned
group. Table 2 shows the average attributes collected per group - and the number of
apps with broad attribute access (4 or more).
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Fig. 4: IdentiĄability per app, as of partial identity collected. Numbers shown are percentage of access
to identity attribute compared to all accesses.
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Music Weather Fitness Social Communication

Average count of attrib. 1.1 0.7 1.5 1.2 3.0
Apps using 4+ attributes 0 1 1 0 4

Tab. 2: Average number of ID attributes extracted per group and number of apps that access four or
more attributes.

Upon examination of individual apps, we noticed that there are several apps that access
identity attributes that may not be necessary to fulĄl the advertised purpose of the respective
app. Weather&Clock is accessing all location-related attributes, even the high-resolution
ones that are much too detailed for weather forecast apps. In addition the app is interested in
biometric identity attributes. A second example is Runtastic in the Fitness category which
extracts SocialGraph attributes besides all location attributes.

Comparing Figure 4 to a former analysis of app permission showing we notice consistency
of our results. In Figure 3b in [MHF19] we show that app permission access is broadest and
most frequent in the communication app group. The Fitness apps and social apps are shown
to be very active, too. The potential privacy risk of Runtastic has been noticed in a previous
study as well [Ha19].

A human-friendly visual presentation: To facilitate visual analysis, we show a graph
view of user identiĄability through apps. The diagram in Figure 3 shows access to Ąve
partial identity attributes for Whatsapp. Further visualisations are provided in the appendix.
The graphs are created using the KAUDroid tool [SBB19]. The graph view may facilitate
various intuitive views. By coloring extracted attributes, it provides an overview of how
identiĄable a user is as seen by an app. We plan to add the magnitude of identiĄcation to
the nodes such that it will be intuitive to distinguish between apps that access attributes
more often and those that access attributes less.

We have to point out that our sample of 50 apps may not be representative for the larger
population of apps. However we see that our analysis through partial identity proĄling
provides an additional perspective on app privacy issues.

5 Discussion and conclusion

Our survey shows major differences in the number of identity attributes extracted by apps.
The group extracting the highest number of identity attributes are the Communication apps,
followed by the Fitness apps. Concerning research question 1, we provided and tested a
mapping of access to groups of Android permissions into a model of identity attributes.
By collecting permission showing data, and by mapping it into our model, we showed in
Figure 4 that each of our attributes is accessed by apps. We therefore constitute that we found
a mapping of permission-protected data on identity attributes that works. Research question
2 provided an overview of apps that are overly concerned with collecting identity attributes
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that relate to a smartphone userŠs social network and that provide the phoneŠs detailed
whereabouts. The other attributes in our model are extracted at much smaller numbers. We
therefore answered this question by Ąnding that social relations and location are the major
identiĄable attributes apps are interested in. Our Ąndings are puzzling at Ąrst, however
the social graph and detailed location proĄles over time will identify a person sufficiently.
Home and work locations as well as communication patterns with social contacts will not
change quickly for most human beings. We must therefore expect that the re-identiĄcation
potential based on a partial identity P = {Whereabouts,SocialGraph} is sufficient for
most tracking applications when used with forensic tools (see [MHW12] and [MHS11]
for insights in the forensic potential of social networks and smartphone location tracks,
respectively).

Utility of results and future work: Our model shows that we can rank apps by how
identiĄable their users are through partial identities. We see three major applications for our
results. First, such rankings may help consumers make decisions about which app they will
use to solve a task. Then, app rankings may constitute useful information for regulatory
authorities who oversee data protection legislation and who need data about actual app
behavior when data is sourced e.g. through citizen science crowdsourcing [BZNT11].
Finally, through graphical visualization, our model can provide insight for users when used
on their individual data. As one path for future work we plan to combine the Aware data
capture app with the partial identity model and the graph visualizations into a personal
transparency-enhancing tool (TET) [MFH17] for end users. The tool will be useful to
evaluate own exposure and identiĄability against app providers. Further improvement of the
data aggregation that populates the model will be necessary. As of now we equally weigh all
permissions and all identity attributes independent of their contribution to identiĄcation risk
and independent of their potential differences in privacy impact. We consider personalized
weights as a mechanism that will allow the selection of privacy personas as default calibration
of the data analysis.

Some challenges of our approach: Apps are not a static infrastructure. They constantly
update themselves. Their actual behavior is triggered by their user, by their service provider
pushing messages to apps, and in the case of social media the behavior is based on the social
network memberŠs activities, too. Such dynamics create difficulties for reproducible survey
results. Many of those difficulties are described in Section 1.3 in [MHF19]. One major
challenge is the reproduction of user behaviour including the separation of experimental
use and private activities on smartphones [Go17]. To avoid major difficulties, we decided to
install the apps, to personalize them by creating proĄles or accounts, and then leave the
devices undisturbed on our desks. The resulting data shows app behavior based on idle-time
app activity. Our results are therefore presumably a subset of potential app activity with
regular interaction. Additional challenges are the frequent updates of Android and especially
of the permission system.

Summarizing our Ąndings, we successfully mapped appŠs access to smartphone data to a
model of digital partial identity which we then used to show the differences and speciĄc
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behaviors in a sample of 50 popular consumer apps. In particular, the graphical visualization
can be used to inform about identiĄability risk through such apps.
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Appendix A - Partial identity graphs

We show for further illustration the partial identity graphs for Ąve selected app groups.
The graphs show the app that extracts most identity attributes and the app that extracts the
least attributes in the app groups. The graphs were created using the KAUDroid tool by
Sundberg, Blomqvist, Bromander [SBB19].

The extracted identity attributes are colored in intense red color (dark), while the informing
permissions linked to them that were measured are colored with light red color.

Fig. 5: JangoRadio and Shazam in Music Apps are the most and least user identifying apps.

Fig. 6: Weather&Clock and PalmaryWeather in Weather Apps are the most and least user identifying
apps.
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Fig. 7: Runkeeper and Endomondo in Fitness Apps are the most and least user identifying apps.

Fig. 8: Whatsapp and Instagram in Social Apps are the most and least user identifying apps.

Fig. 9: Telegram and Skype in Communication Apps are the most and least user identifying apps.
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